LEICHT kitchens are all about timeless elegance and a clear, calm appearance. Open the drawers and pullouts and you will find exactly the same look. For the first time at Eurocucina in Milan, LEICHT is presenting an innovative interior fitting system which, unlike conventional organisation, is arranged crossways and thus has a horizontal look.

The new Combo system conveys an entirely new experience of clarity and tidiness: cutlery, knives, spice jars and lots of different accessories find their place in crosswise trays – this is a different, much more spacious looking orientation than the conventional vertical arrangement. In colour and material, the new system has a timeless, elegant look and is harmoniously coordinated with all LEICHT kitchens. The interior is kept in neutral black and is varied with different accessories, trays and fixtures in top-quality oak.
Neat and tidy: the innovative interior fitting system Combo was unusually designed as a crossways system and has a calm, horizontal look. Photo: LEICHT / P. Schumacher

The interior fittings of a LEICHT kitchen are as aesthetic as they are functional. Lots of detailed solutions make storage and clearing away incredibly easy. The new Combo fitting system emphasises the horizontal and is used in drawers and pullouts. Photo: LEICHT / P. Schumacher

New organisation for drawers and pullouts: the new „wide“ look of the fitting system Combo differs from the conventional vertical orientation of systems to date and perfectly matches the elegant fronts of a LEICHT kitchen. Photo: LEICHT / P. Schumacher

Warm oak and neutral black look good together and shape the character of the new interior fitting system Combo. The „wide“ design has a top-quality, spacious look. Photo: LEICHT / P. Schumacher

A joy to look at: in a homely LEICHT kitchen, you will just love to show off the lovingly designed accessories, even outside the drawers. Combo also has a range of suitable fixtures for crockery. Photo: LEICHT / P. Schumacher

The horizontally arranged compartments of the new interior fitting system Combo also integrate a special bread board which is easy to take out and just as easy to stow away again. Photo: LEICHT / P. Schumacher